Quick Setup Guide

1. How to activate the batteries
   - Place the AAA batteries in the
   - Connect the AAA batteries
   - Power on the Remote

2. Setting up your Remote
   - Control other devices
   - Control devices
   - Program the remote

Advanced Features Setup

A. Volume or Channel Control
   - By factory default, the Volume and Channel controls are sent to the AT&T TV. Replacing the TV’s Volume and Channel controls with the TV’s Volume and Channel controls is required to operate the TV. Program the TV’s Volume and Channel controls with the TV’s Volume and Channel controls to match the TV’s controls.

B. Power Controls Options
   - By factory default, the Volume and Channel controls are sent to the AT&T TV. Replacing the TV’s Volume and Channel controls with the TV’s Volume and Channel controls is required to operate the TV. Program the TV’s Volume and Channel controls with the TV’s Volume and Channel controls to match the TV’s controls.

Specifications & Notice

Questions & Answer (Q&A)

FAQs

Care & Maintenance

- Replacement Batteries: Only AA batteries. Do not use new and old batteries together.
- Handle the battery carefully and avoid shorting the terminals.
- Replacement Batteries: Only 1.5V AA batteries. Do not use new and old batteries together.
- Handle the battery carefully and avoid shorting the terminals.
- Use the replacement battery as soon as possible after removing the old battery.
- Replace the batteries every 9 months.
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